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ABSTRACT 

This project deals with the hybridization of solar and wind energy systems. Hybrid renewable energy systems 

(HRES) are becoming popular for remote area power generation applications due to advances in renewable energy 

technologies and subsequent rise in prices of petroleum products. A hybrid energy system usually consists of two or more 

renewable energy sources used together to provide increased system efficiency as well as greater balance in energy 

supply. In the future, solar energy may well be the primary form of energy. This could lead to a clean environment, less 

money spent on utilities, and a healthier world. Solar energy is produced by the intensity of sunlight. Similarly wind 

energy is the fastest growing segment of all renewable energy resources. So utilization of these two resources is 

considered as main criteria. Before hybridizing wind and solar the power from the resources are regulated using Single-

ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC). The switching pulses to the switches in converter (solar) are regulated by 

MPPT technology using Beta algorithm. This Beta algorithm provides better efficiency than other algorithms because this 

method considers voltage, current and temperature as main criteria. The switches in the wind side converter are regulated 

using PID controller. This project provides voltage regulation in the grid side. The ultimate reason for using voltage 

regulation is to avoid the costs associated with equipment damage and downtime caused by poor voltage levels. 

INTRODUCTION 

Wind energy is one of the renewable, clean, free sources of energy for power production.  Photovoltaic (PV) 

power is also promising clean energy source since it is global and harnessed without using rotational generators. 

Standalone solar photovoltaic and wind systems cannot provide continuous source of energy, as they are seasonal. For 

example, during non-sunny days, standalone solar photovoltaic energy system cannot provide reliable power. The 

standalone wind system cannot provide constant load demand due to fluctuations in the wind speeds throughout the year. 

Combining these two intermittent sources and by incorporating MPPT algorithms, the system power transfer efficiency 

and reliability can be improved significantly. As a result, energy storage systems are used for continuous and reliable 

operation. The purpose of this project is to generate a new standalone wind-solar hybrid energy generation systems. The 

solutions are to perform power flow control so as to harness the maximum power from the PV panels. Hence, this hybrid 

generation system forms a highly independent generation system from day to night.Objective of this paper is to design 

SEPIC Converter for solar-wind hybrid system with Beta-Fuzzy controller for constant output and to analyze the 

performance of the system using MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the literature, there are a few studies related to energy management of hybrid power system. This method 

describes to the equivalent inductance and capacitance of the single-ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC). The 

maximum of OVR (MOVR) is investigated for a specified range of the input voltage and load resistance. This value of the 

MOVR is obtained for the minimum values of input voltage and load resistance. In addition, the converter is designed 

based on the minimum values of the MOVR and stress of the switching current. The value of the MOVR is independent 

of the value of the equivalent inductance. In addition, by increasing the inductance value, the converter efficiency also 

increases. 

ParitaG Dalwadi et al, presented this technique describes the feasibility study of hybrid power system. A wind-

solar hybrid system is a reliable alternative energy source because it uses solar energy combined with wind energy to 

create a stand-alone energy source that is both dependable and consistent. Solar power or wind power alone can fluctuate, 

when used together they provide a reliable source of energy. The perfect solution is obtained by combine these two forms 

of energy sources to create a constant energy flow .This technique eliminates the installation cost and transmission lines. 

It has many advantages that it produces no pollution and requires less maintenance.AmandeepKaur1 et al. A proposed  
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power management strategy algorithm which dealt with a hybrid PV/wind and describes the designing of Fuzzy model for 

optimizing the strategic decision and can be very helpful to protect the failures in the system and software. The problems 

could be easily countered by the Fuzzy logic, because fuzzy logic has the ability to deal with uncertainty and multi valued 

logic. This technique not only considers the issues like cost, manpower and function points, but also deals with the issues 

like vitality, quality, and delivery date. However, all of the early mentioned methods have used conventional approaches 

for controlling hybrid power systems, such as linear PI controller which has afterwards been proven it instability in 

handling various changes in weather conditions. Jiawei Chen et al describes the system that can track the varying winds at 

the designed BW, the design details on how to make the MPPT BW constant are also proposed. 

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig.1. Model of solar-wind hybrid system with beta-optimization 

In the solar energy system input may vary according to the insulation of sunlight .SEPIC converter contains a 

MOSFET switch where Ton and Toff may varies, due to this the duty cycle keep on changing continuously. In order to 

control the changes BETA-FUZZY controller is designed for solar-side converter .Normal PID controller for wind side 

converter. 

SEPIC: Single Ended Primary Inductor Converter (dc-dc). It provides a positive regulated output voltage from a given 

input voltage. It consist of two inductor, it makes power supply as larger and the coupled inductor not only provides a 

smaller current but also provides same inductor ripple current. 

 
Fig.2.Simulation block for SEPIC Converter 

DESIGN 

v0 =
D

1 − D
. vin 

v0 − output voltage 

D − duty cycle 
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D = Ton/(Ton + Toff) 

L =
vin(v0 − vin)

v0. ∆I
 

L = inductance 

vin = input voltage 

vfwd = 1v 

vfwd = forward voltage 

vout = 45v 

vin = 16v 

L =
(vout + vfwd)

vin + vout + vfwd
 

L =
vin(D)

F. ∆I
 

L =
16 ∗ 0.6

20 ∗ 103 ∗ 1.2
 

L = 400 ∗ 10−6H 

C ≥
I0 − P(max)

∆ ∗ RIP ∗ f(min)
 

f(min) = minimum frequency 

P(max) = maximum duty cycle 

C ≥
0.1 ∗ 0.9

8 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 10 ∗ 10−3
 

C ≥ 0.001125F 

C ≥ 1125μF 

vfwd = 1v 

vout = 48v 

vin = 16v 

Assume 

∆I = 1.2A 

Assume 

I0 = 0.1A 

∆VRip = 8mv 

fmin = 10kA 

Dmax = 0.9 
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ii. Simulation block for solar energy system: 

 
Fig.3.Solar array 

 

SEPIC with beta-fuzzy controller: 

 
Fig.4. Proposed SEPIC Converter with beta-fuzzy controller 

 

Basic block for beta method: 

 
Fig.5.Block for beta method 

The beta method is the approximation of the point of maximum power can be extracted through the equation of an 

intermediate variable β, 

 
where c = (q/(η · kb · t · ns)) is a constant that depends on the electron charge (q), the quality factor of the junction panel 

(η), the Boltzmann constant (kb), temperature (t), and amount of series pv cells (ns). Moreover, as the operating conditions 

change, the value of β at the optimum point which remains almost constant. Thus, β can be continuously calculated using 

the voltage and current of the panel and is inserted on a conventional closed loop with a constant reference. However, for 
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optimal performance, it is mandatory to know the PV electrical parameters, which can reduce the attractiveness of this 

method.  

Fuzzy Controller: 

 
Figure.6.Basic block for fuzzy controller 

 

The dc voltage Vdc compared with Vdc*, produces the error signal that is given to the proportional gain Kp block and 

integral gain Ki block. The Kp, Ki values are given to the sample and hold circuit block which produces the Iq* and Id*. 

The controller using fuzzy logic takes the input from the error produced by the dc voltage and the previous error stored in 

the memory. The Kp, Ki values are tuned with the help of error and the change in error of the dc voltage. It is tuned to 

inject the decreased amount of current when using the non-linear load to improve the power factor. The VABC is given to 

the phase lock loop then compared with the Iload   after that abc-dq0 transformation takes place where Iq , Id are produced. 

The Iq*,Id* and Iq, Id compared and produces Vq*, Vd* 

The inputs of the fuzzy controller are given by 

                       Err = Vdc – Vdc* 

derr = err(present) – err (previous) 

The output of fuzzy controller given by 

Kp = Kp,ref +∆Kp 

                              Ki = Ki,ref+ ∆Ki 

Combined optimization for beta and fuzzy 

 
Figure.7.Combined optimization for beta and fuzzy 
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Input voltage and the reference voltage is compared ,if the value is less than that of the reference value output voltage is 

stored in the internal memory, the iteration will repeat. 

Simulation block for wind energy conversion system with PID controller 

 
Fig.8.Simulation block for wind energy conversion system with PID controller 

 

 
Fig.9.The simulation block for  wind model 

It consist of Pitch angle controller, Wind turbine, PMSG, Rectifier 

 
Fig.10.Simulation Block of  Pitch angle controller 

 

 

Figure.11.Represents the various parameter for PMSG 

Fuzzification: The fuzzification interface modifies the inputs to a form in which they can be used by the inference 

mechanism. It takes in the crisp input signals and assigns a membership value to the membership function. Typical input 

membership functions used here is in triangular form. Five triangular membership functions have been chosen: NB 
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(Negative Big), NS (Negative Small), Z (Zero), PS (Positive Small), and PL (Positive Big) for both error (err) and change 

in error (derr). Each membership function has a membership value belonging to [0,1]. It can be observed that for any 

value of error or change in error, either one or two membership functions will be active for each output. 

Inference mechanism: 

  
Fig.12.MATLAB fuzzy logic controller design Fig.13.Membership functions for error input 

 

 

Fig.14. Membership functions for change in error 
 

Fig.13. and Fig.14.shows the membership function for error input and change in error. The error input is PB 

(positive Big),change in error is PS (positive Small). 

Defuzzification: The centroid method has been used for the defuzzification method. If we use this method, the resultant 

crisp output is sensitive to all of the active fuzzy outputs of the inference mechanism. Fig.18. and Fig.19. shows the output 

membership functions chosen for Kpand Ki. 

 
Fig.15.Output membership function for Kp 

For the error input is PB (Positive Big), change in error is PS (positive Small). The Kp and Kivalues will be PS (Positive 

Small) and NS (Negative Small). 

 
Fig.16.Output membership function for Ki 
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 Fig.20. Output voltage and current waveform with STATCOM compensation. 
 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Solar energy conversion system without beta-fuzzy optimization Technique 

 

Output voltage changes when input change 

 
Fig.17.Output voltage vs time Fig 18.Input voltage  vs time for solar panel 

 

Solar energy conversion system with beta-fuzzy optimization Technique: 

 
Fig.19.constant  output vs time 

 

Constant output voltage obtained when input voltage changes 

 
 

Fig.20.Input voltage for solar Fig.21.output voltage for wind  

 

 

Fig.22. hybrid system constant output voltage 
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CONCLUSION 

 In this project draws conclusion on the simulation and optimum design of hybrid (solar-wind) power generation 

systems power supply reliability under varying weather condition and the corresponding system cost are the major 

concern in designing solar-wind power generation system. In order to utilize renewable energy resources of solar and 

wind energy efficient and economical. One optimum match design beta method is developed based on fuzzy, which has 

ability to attain the global optimum. 

 In this context, the used MPPT techniques are the most important to extract the maximum power available in 

PV. Among the methods evaluated, the beta method was presented as a good solution regarding high-quality TF, reduced 

and small ripple voltage in steady state, good transient performance, and medium complexity of implementation. 
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